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Rainbows and other Ruins 

Peter Doig's roadside rainbows in the series entitled Highway and Country Rock 
are everyday sorts of apparitions - crude stripes of colour painted onto the 
opening of a pedestrian tunnel by some anonymous passerby. The recurrence of 
serial projects in Doig's practice is important as there is no simple explanation for 
the chromatic changes from one rainbow painting to the next, nor is there one for 
the shifting patterns on figure and ground in other series. An unlikely orange
yellow-green rainbow flashes out against a lavender hillside and sometimes a 
single colour stains everything in sight.' It is as if both the landscape and the 
figures occasionally hovering in it are encoded with layers of semiotic information 
which might or might not emanate from nature. Since Doig's paintings usually 
emerge out of the artist's archive of old snapshots, found photographs and video 
clips, in an obvious sense the natural world is always already mediated. But in a 
more profound sense, nature really is different than it was one hundred years ago, 
when it more convincingly provided an otherness to culture and history and 
human thought. Now we know that nature is likely to be altered, toxified or 
mutated, whether the ecosystem in question is a genetic sequence in the human 
body or an isolated mountain lake. 

Highway 3 (1999), like many of Doig's pictures, is divided into simple geometric 
registers: an expanse of asphalt road, a horizontal line of low-slung fence, bands 
of undistinguished vegetation. However, arching across the centre of the picture is 
a flamboyant rainbow. This kind of rainbow resembles countless multi -coloured 
logos and symbols in pop culture, whether servicing a country-music radio station, 
a unified queer subculture, or a 'rainbow coalition' of minorities. These days, the 
rainbow is a universal, banal, feel-good sign. But rainbows can become strange 
things in painted form. Even in celebrated works by Rubens or Caspar David 
Friedrich, where we are presented with proper sequences of earth, sky and horizon 
lines, rainbows can become a kind of anamorphic blurring in the landscape, bits 
of free-floating colour that disturb a picture's spatial illusion. And at the same 
time, those simple bands of coloured pigment have the power to suggest 
transcendence and utopian release from the here and now. In the more recent past, 
even Frank Stella was apparently willing to take on this metaphoric burden, 
describing the work from his multi-hued Protractor series of the late 1960s as 
rainbows. Doig 's Highway and Country Rock presents us with commonplace 
suburban rainbows, but we can still read them as celestial disturbances, as 
dematerialised signs that somehow summon forth other worlds. 

Doig has taken on the question of utopianism before, from a somewhat different 
angle, with the Concrete Cabin series from the early 90s. The 'cabin' in question 
happens to be one of Le Corbusier's Unite d'Habitation apartment buildings. 
Erected in Briey-en -Foret in the 1950s, it closely resembles other Unites 
d'Habitations in France, Switzerland and Germany, except that to this day this 
particular building towers above a dense forest. The paintings give us glimpses of 
the structure's gleaming whiteness and its distinctive balconies with their 
Mondrian-like screens of primary colour. However, in every work from this series, 
the apartment complex is surrounded by trees and shrubbery painted in a nervous 
expressionistic style, almost as if the Le Corbusier scenario is in the process of 
being obliterated. In Cabin Essence (1993), for instance, the thickly painted 
foreground foliage becomes a kind of screen almost obscuring the building. Doig 
makes us witnesses, it seems, as this heroic strain of modernist invention is eaten 
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Unite d'Habitation (Le Corbusier). Briey, France (photograph by Peter Doig) 

seems to encapsulate a concern in Doig's work as a whole, in that here one of the 
century's most illustrious monuments to the modernist utopia lies abandoned 
within a forest scene. Komar and Melamid have painted other renowned 20th 
century monuments as crumbling ruins - New York City's Museum of Modern 
Art and the Guggenheim Museum - but whereas their imaginary future loops 
back to the r 8th -century heyday of elegant ruin-views , in Doig's paintings the 
Unite d'Habitation's fall from grace is altogether a more visceral and uncanny 
business. ' With the Concrete Cabin paintings, as with several other images of 
single dwellings surrounded by overgrown vegetation, Doig stages an approach 
towards the building that is oblique and furtive, as if the site in question were the 
scene of a crime. 

The earlier Le Corbusier series sheds some light, therefore, on the more recent 
Highway and Country Rock rainbows, in that both famous signature buildings 
and ordinary roadways seem to embody utopian dreams gone awry . As part of the 
architect's totalising urban ambitions, the Unite d'Habitation developments were 
meant to surpass ordinary apartment buildings. Every high -rise would be a 
'vertical garden-city', and a harmonious arrangement of them in the landscape 
was meant to prefigure a less chaotic future world. It is interesting, too, that 
Le Corbusier was equally preoccupied by streets, traffic and circulation, especially 
during the latter part of his career. 'The town councillors of the machine age have 
not yet managed to grasp the fact that the street is not a crust laid upon the 
earth's surface but a building in length, an edifice , a container, and not an outer 
skin.' 3 The contemporary built world, especially in North America, consists of an 
infrastructure of freeways, expressways and superhighways, accompanied by 
ephemeral strip -malls, drive -thru businesses and roadside attractions lending to 
the all-pervasive car culture. It can be argued that discrete architectural inventions 
don't make much of a difference in this dispersed environment, and that instead of 
Le Corbusier's socially-cohesive organic network of residences and workplaces, 
industry and leisure, these conglomerations of roads tend to be commercialised, 
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Untitled ('High-Way 2'), 1999, oil on paper, 42x59.5cm 
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immortalised by Robert Smithson in works such as A Tour of the Monuments of 
Passaic, New Jersey (1967), a kind of travelogue made up of images and a first
person textual account, In this environment, it was the defunct factories and 
empty lots that captured the artist's imagination, as 'monumental vacancies that 
define, without trying, the memory -traces of an abandoned set of futures'. 4 

In some versions of Highway, a car mirror juts out into the foreground so that, as 
spectators, we have become passengers moving through the landscape. The mirror 
reflection shows, in miniature, a jagged skyline of the tall buildings being left 
behind. We're on the road, the world is whizzing by and the destination is 
irre levant; driving a car at high speed provides its own utopian narrative. Louis 
Marin has remarked that utopia cannot be located in specific objects or on 
particular geographic sites because utopia is always beyond, or between, what is 
known. It is a concept that 'designates another referent, the "other" of any place. 
When More said "Utopia", this name performat ively created that "otherness".' 5 

The rainbow in Doig's paintings is not floating above the world, transcending all 
that is material and embodied; rather, it's right here at ground-level, commuter 
level. If the Concrete Cabin pictures give us the decayed remains of visionary 
modernism on a specific geographic site, the DIY roadside ra inbows suggest the 
location for a different kind of dream world, opening out of a 'monumental 
vacancy'. 

With the Concrete Cabin series, Doig also made explicit what has become a 
recurring trait in his work, whereby one style or pictorial language seems to 
encroach upon another. From a post 20th-century standpoint, it should now be 
easier than ever to look back to 1890, 1920 or 1950 and distinguish genuinely 
avant -garde art from those many other kinds of production that were reactionary, 
provincia l or simp ly aesthetically dull. In fact, the histor y of visual modernism can 
be rep layed in many ways and at different speeds. Peter Doig's versions seem to 
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render homage to lost, overlooked or abandoned currents of painting. In works 
like The House that Jacques Built (1992) or the Figure in a Mountain Landscape 
series (1997 -99) different sections of a canvas seem to serve as memory -traces of 
neo-expressionism, tachisme, colour-field painting or other, less intelligible 
schools. For those in the know, one of the more obviously 'retrograde' styles Doig 
deploys is associated with Canada's Group of Seven painters, active c. 1914-3 5. 
With distinctively hot colours used to describe a swirling cold landscape, this body 
of work can be thought of as a brilliant fusion of art-nouveau stylistics and the 
wilderness spirit, as a derivative modernist impulse, or as the belated assertion of 
a national school of painting that didn't happen fast enough to figure on the 
world stage. All this to say that while some critics might detect the 'influence' of 
German, British or American artists, to a Canadian viewer it seems obvious that 
at least some of Doig's brightly-coloured streaks and blots derive from 
disembowelled Group of Seven landscapes. 

Some of the seven or so landscape painters associated with the group were born in 
Britain, and most of them, including A.Y. Jackson and La wren Harris, had 
travelled and studied in Europe and the States, and circulated within cosmopolitan 
art scenes. Back in Canada after World War I, however, these artists turned their 
backs on war, technology, industry and other symptoms of over-civilisation. It was 
as if the indigenous natura l terrain was all that was needed for the manufacture of 
modern visuality. In the intervening years this seemingly inexhaustible body of 
landscape art has come to fill the nation's museums and boardrooms. Nor is it 
beside the point in relation to Doig's work, that most Canadians were probably 
first exposed to this emblematic art movement in the form of reproductions -
disseminated to far-flung schoolrooms, and endlessly reappearing on stamps, 
governmen t publications, calenders, greeting cards, etc. It is certainly true that the 
Group of Seven's lonely northern scenery looms large in Canada's cultural 
consciousness. But, after all, there are so many national schools of landscape art, 
so many cases where this genre seemed to provide the perfectly naturalised image 
of a coherent nation-state. 

Doig overtly takes up the opposition of figure and ground with Figure in 
Mountain Landscape (1998-99). Again, this is a motif repeated in a sequence of 
large oils and smaller works on paper. We see an artist positioned high above an 
expanse of mountainous terrain, his back to the spectator and intent on a small 
canvas. With his unusual hooded garment, it is difficult to identify this figure in 
time and place. There have been legions of painters, poets, philosophers , ascetics 
and wanderers who left the city behind to seek inspiration or solace in the natural 
world, and then set out to record that experience for posterity. This was how it 
was for 19th-century plein-air painters and, later, for the Group of Seven. For 
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modern visuality. Monet's serial paintings of haystacks and cathedrals are prime 
examples of this modernist mode. Every fluctuation in atmospheric condition, 
seasonal illumination or other natural effect could become a signifier of change 
and historical contingency, a signifier of futurity. Most images of nature are not 
really about nature at all. 

Doig has also painted a very different type of mountain scenery in the form of ski
scapes. Sometimes, as with the immense Ski Jacket (1994) now in the Tate, the 
lustrous surface of the hillside evokes a non-human sublime, even though it is 
dotted with miniature skiers. For the most part, though, the wintry environments 
in these works have been fully recuperated for leisure and youthful pranks. But 
with the distinctive Figure in Mountain Landscape, Doig has apparently recreated 
the 'pure' landscape tableau as it originated in pre-Modernist European art. The 
mountain now exists solely for visual purposes, solely so that the artist can 
present the world with a subjective vision of the non-human universe. It is also 
possible to analyse this basic set-up of viewer and terrain in more politicised 
terms, in that this kind of lofty perspective has often been complicit with the gaze 
of property-owners, commercial developers and imperialists. 6 Doig's mysterious 
plein-airiste, however, belies this kind of authoritative presence. The figure's 
shroud-like garment, probably meant to protect against the cold yet also serving 
to disguise the artist's body, indeed creates an impression of disembodiment. 
Orange fluid appears to stream out of one figure, another is an undifferentiated 
muddy mass, and in yet another painting an entire mottled mountainside seems to 
be advancing on the figure. The outlines might remain fairly distinct, but the 
insides of figure and ground - the bodily and earthly matter - seem to be 
churned up, decomposed, malleable. In other works that include human figures, 
with the exception of the starkly delineated skiers, the bodies tend to dissolve into 
shadows and reflections, as if merging with their environments. It makes sense, in 
a way, because Doig's images come to us some years after the much-heralded 
return to figuration in the Sos, while the art world still hears intermittent 
pronouncements about the death of painting. Doig's human figures are ghostly 
reminders of painting's more full-bodied past . 

Recently, Doig exhibited a painting of an interior scene; this has a startling effect 
given the artist's prolonged dedication to the aesthetics of exteriority. In fact, Briey 
Interior takes us inside Le Corbusier's Unite d'Habitation, the very same building 
observed from a distance in the Concrete Cabin series. Strangely, the ernstwhile 
sense of this residence as an uninhabited void has been reversed; the empty room 
is bathed with warmth and gratuitous, coloured light. This painted fiction evokes 
neither suburban angst nor the entropy of modernism. 

r. John Gage has written about th e disputes which raged betw een artists and scient ists prior to the 20th century, about 
the correct sequence and number of colours in the rainbow. See John Gage: 'Unweaving the Rainbow ' , in Colour and 
Culture: Practice and Meaning fr om Antiquity to Abstraction (London : Tham es and Hudson, 1993). 
2. Vitaly Kom ar and Alexander Melamid's paintings are ent itled Scenes from the Future: Guggenheim Museum (1974), 
and Scenes from the Future: Museum of Modern Art (1983-84) . 
3. Le Corbusier, as quoted in Maurice Besset: Le Corbusier : To Live With the Light (New York: Rizzoli, 1987), p.173. 
4 . Robert Smithson: 'A Tour of th e Monuments of Passaic, New Jersey', in Robert Smithson: The Collected Writings, ed. 
J. Flam (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), p.72. 
5. Louis Marin: 'Fron tiers of Utopia: Past and Present ', Critical Inquiry 1.9, Winter 19 93, p.4 Tl. 

6 . See W.J.T. Mitchell: 'Gombrich and the Rise of Landscape', in The Consumption of Culture, 1600-1800, ed. A. 
Bermingham and J. Brewer (New York and London: Routledge, 199 5 ). Mitchell remarks, 'What, we might ask, if 
land scape were to be thought of, not so much as a representation of a "memorab le" scen e in nature, but as a mechanism 
for forgetting or eras ing history?', p.110. 



Canoe Lake, 1997 /98, oil on canvas, 200cm x 300cm 

91 Top Figure in Mountain Landscape II, 1998/1999, oil on canvas, 229cm x 359cm 



92 Country-rock, 1998/1999, oil on canvas, 200cm x 300cm 
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Top Version, Kunsthaus Glarus, Switzerland, 1999, installation view 
Bottom: Cabin Essence, 1994, oil on canvas, 229cm x 339cm 
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